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 Recent months have been very busy for both Ron Phillips and myself, with Ron 
working on two additional booklets on transport centenaries in Chester and Warrington, 
and myself writing my book on my own restorations and the early history of Leyland 
Motors - more about this at a later date.  This and the  inclusion of colour in Journal 
No.4 delayed its production, so, although we normally publish Journal in July, this 
year’s was delayed until September.  I hope you feel it was worth waiting for !
 Pat and I were very sorry to miss the Wroughton event this year, due to me 
having a violent allergic reaction to some routine medical treatment - it ruined our 
weekend and meant that we could not bring the White Rose Leyland SG7 - still, it 
will be at Leyland next year on 13th July.  Please make a note in your diary for the 
5th Leyland Society Annual Gathering.
 Don’t forget that, if you have not yet renewed your subscription which was due 
by the beginning of August, this will be the last issue of Leyland Torque that you will 
receive.  Please therefore do not hesitate to renew if you have not already done so.
 I hope you enjoy this issue;  there have been a few fairly long articles which 
have been split into parts and come to an end with this issue.  We have several other 
items in stock but are always looking for new topics and new photographs - particularly 
on lorries, so please do keep writing in, especially with queries, any oddities or other 
snippets of information.
 Lastly, it would be nice to see as many members as possible at our AGM at the 
Coventry Museum of Transport on Sunday 27th October (12.30pm for 1.00pm start).  
We will have a speaker as in previous years, and it is usually a very interesting day 
out. Please do come,  and I look forward to seeing you there!
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     FROM THE CHAIRMAN    
    

          

            
MEMBERSHIP  RATES

Subscription levels are £20 per annum (family £23), £24 for EEC members, £28 (in 
Sterling) for membership outside the EEC.  Anyone joining after 1st April and before 
31st July will have their membership carried over to the next 31st July, i.e. up to 16 
months.  This is good value for money and new members are welcomed. Application 
forms are available from the  Membership Secretary - see address inside front cover.

  I must begin by advising you that an error crept in to the Annual General 
Meeting announcement in Torque 16, the time should read 12.30pm for a 1.00pm 
start. Will all members please take note of this amendment. It has been our practice 
for the last three AGM’s to have a speaker. I am pleased to announce that the speaker 
following this year’s AGM will be Graham Tomlinson of Transport Products who 
was the designer of the Leyland (National)“Rail-Bus”, this will be the topic for his 
address. I hope that as many members as possible will be able to attend this year.
 The Society Gathering at Wroughton was a great success thanks to David Berry 
and our sponsor County Insurance Services who provided the hospitality unit. It was 
disappointing that the number of entries was down on “2000”, especially as this event 
is organised to enable Society members from the south to show off their vehicles. 
Despite the low numbers quality rose above quantity ! The committee would like me 
to convey their thanks to those people who bought along their vehicles or turned up 
to help on the day.
 I am pleased to announce that Leyland Trucks have once again given us their 
permission to use the employees’ car park at Croston Road, Leyland for our Fifth 
Society Gathering scheduled for Sunday 13th July 2003 (third at Leyland). The 
committee now needs a positive response from members who are prepared to assist 
with this event, the sooner we know what level of help we can expect the quicker 
we can get things moving. If you feel you can help please drop a line to the Hon. 
Chairman stating in what capacity you are willing to participate - we will be needing 
helpers before and during the event and, of course,  marshals.
 It has also been decided to have a Leyland Society Gathering at Donnington, 
on Saturday 22nd May 2003: further details will be announced in Torque 18, due out 
in December.

        
Neil Steele, Hon Chairman
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General items can be ordered from our Treasurer, Keith Watson (address on front page): orders 
for clothing to our Chairman, Neil Steele (address on front page). Please make cheques payable 
to “The Leyland Society”.
Leyland Society Lapel Badges (for members only)
 Oval (38mm long) in silver and blue enamel    £ 4.00 each
First Rally Memento – Lapel badge
 Oval Leyland Radiator badge (1907-13)      Not many left!    £ 5.50 each
Second Rally Memento - “Employees” Lapel Badge
 Red,  circular        £ 4.50 each
 Black, circular        £ 5.00 each
Third Rally Memento - Leyland Shield
 Silver and blue        £5.00 each
Windscreen Stickers – with Society logo
 Large, 5ins. long        £ 3.50 each
 Medium, 2.5 ins. long       £ 2.50 each
 Small, 1.5 ins. long       £ 1.50 each
Bone China Mugs, with Society and Leyland logos             £ 5.00 each
                                                                                                          £19.00 for four
Leyland Society Clock – approx. 7ins. x 9 ins.
 Allow 14 days delivery       £22.50 each
       CLOTHING 
The Society can currently offer the following clothing bearing the “Leyland Motors 
Ltd.” logo in Silver. Please Note when ordering  clothing  allow up to six weeks 
for delivery as these items are all produced to individual orders. 
Polo shirts (short sleeved), in Burgundy, Royal Blue, Bottle Green, Navy Blue, Red 
& Black.
 Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL & XXL.     Price £15.99 
 All plus £1.50 per item P & P.
Sweatshirts (in three styles) in Burgundy, Bottle Green, Navy Blue & Black. 
 Raglan Sleeve:   £18.99
 Open Hem:   £18.99
 Placket (with collar) £21.99
 Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL & XXL.  All plus £1.50 per item P & P.
Body Warmer/Gilet (fully lined medium weight) Available in Navy or Green.
 Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL & XXL.   £24.99  
 Plus £1.50 per item P & P.
Baseball Caps. (Navy Only) £9.99       Plus £1.50 per item P & P.

BACK  NUMBERS
 Back Numbers of Leyland Torque and the Society Journal, together with Bind-
ers for Torque - these are all available from Mike Sutcliffe. Details are on page 43.
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 The production history of Leyland torque converters in Torque No.16, evidently 
from surviving Leyland records, is a praiseworthy effort, marking a further advance 
in our knowledge.  Who should we thank and might we know the sources a bit more 
precisely?  (Ron Phillips - Ed.)  This time the emphasis is on problems, though 
internal reports will inevitably record such things and indeed some were to be 
expected - after all, Leyland was pioneering a form of transmission no-one had offered 
before, the nearest to a fully automatic system yet achieved.  Leaks were also apt to 
be a problem on fl uid fl ywheels of AEC and Daimler buses until the Llewellyn gland 
was developed post-war.
 The various tales of woe with the pair of clutches come as rather a surprise 
since this seemed nearer to familiar technology than the converter itself, although 
perhaps the toggle lever mechanism might have needed precise setting.  In many 
journeys as a passenger in Gearless Leylands of various fl eets and numerous spells 
observing such buses at work, I have no recollection of any trouble of this kind, and 
indeed, as I mentioned in my article in Journal No.3, there were quite a number of 
municipalities which relied almost exclusively on fl eets of such buses for periods of 
several years even though others clearly were unhappy with them.
 The Cotal gearbox, using magnetic clutches in conjunction with an epicyclic 
gear mechanism, was used on various high-class French cars of that period;  Guy got 
as far as offering such a unit on its Arab bus in 1935 but nothing seemed to come of 
it.  In this case, however, it seems as if Leyland was using a special version of the 
Cotal clutch in conjunction with the torque converter.
 The production fi gures provide more specifi c evidence, and show that the high 
spot was 1935, with 587 units built, following the 306 mainly in 1934, refl ecting the 
peak surge of interest from bus operators at around that period, even if some may 
have been as a “fl oat” for overhauls, etc.
 It is signifi cant that, perhaps prompted by Leyland publicity on the subject, 
Self-Changing Gears announced in November 1935 that up to that date AEC had 
supplied 1,525 passenger chassis with Wilson gearboxes and fl uid fl ywheels, though 
that had started, at fi rst on a small scale, in 1931.  I don’t have a comparable AEC 
total for the period up to the end of 1939 to compare with the provisional total of 
2,311 Leyland torque converters but London Transport alone had over 2,900 AEC 
buses and coaches with preselectors by then, and Daimler’s total of preselector buses 
up to then, maybe 2,300, might just have put Leyland into an honourable third place 
as makers of “easy-to-drive” buses, bearing in mind that some - although I think not 
many - of the Leyland units were in railcars etc. as well as whatever stock had not 
been put into use.
 The annual output seems to have settled at about 400 up to 1939 except for the 
low spot at 254 of 1938.  The reason for this is not clear - maybe stocks had built up - yet 
it seems a little surprising as the units for Birmingham’s fi rst TD6c batch, comprising 
85 buses delivered in the winter of 1938-9, must surely have been made in 1938 - am 
I right in thinking that this was the largest single order for Gearless buses?  

Some further thoughts from Alan Townsin 
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 Incidentally, the report that the elimination of torque converter clutch rattle 
led to experiments with fl ywheels of different sizes and to the TD6c specifi cation is 
interesting.  Another factor here, which I suspect probably began with a Birmingham 
requirement for fl exible engine mountings derived from Daimler’s adoption of this 
feature as standard for the COG5, would have been the greater need for steady idling 
to avoid excessive engine “rock” and of course led to the heavier fl ywheel standard 
on TD7 models - and hence, rather ironically, the slow gearchange with the standard 
gearbox in this model.
 It seems surprising that it was decided in July 1939 to bring an end to the 
production of torque converters.  The second batch of 50 TD6c for Birmingham 
would have recently gone through, presumably with, at that stage, a realistic hope 
of more to come, and with continuing demand from what by then were regular 
customers such as Birkenhead, Bolton, Middlesbrough, etc., so demand had by no 
means collapsed.  Indeed, torque converter transmission remained available on the 
TD7 -  early publicity pictures released for the announcement in October 1939 were 
of a TD7c chassis for St. Helens.  By then the war had begun on 3rd September, and 
although this was not so in July, it seems possible that the build-up of military orders 
following the successive spells of tension in 1938-9 might already have put pressure 
on production of  this “minority” option.
 Otherwise, it seems very strange to abandon the marker for “easy-to-drive” 
buses when there were so many tram replacement programmes in the offi ng and with 
Daimler as well as AEC competing strongly for municipal business with preselective 
gearbox buses.  Or had Leyland something else up its sleeve, but set aside due to the 
war, that we have yet to discover?

   Ron Phillips adds a little clarifi cation.
 The source material for the article in Torque no.16 was the Leyland production 
reports and the monthly Service Manager’s reports, with additional material from Area 
Sales Managers’ letters, who often reported to HQ on what customers were saying 
(good and bad) about Leylands.
 The reason for ceasing production in 1939 was clearly given as being due to 
a lack of forward orders. In fact, the re-manufacture of torque converters did begin 
again in 1943, but a very signifi cant comment is to be found in the Sales Managers’ 
‘Survey of customers’, dated 3/44:
 “Torque converters are out of favour everywhere, and a reliable synchro-mesh 
gearbox would satisfy ALL operators.”
 Wartime production would not permit work on developing this sought-after 
gearbox to begin right away, but work had started to plan the post-war PD1, and a 
project which was possible there and then was to offer the 7.4 litre engine as a power 
unit in the TD5 and TD7. In November 1944 a 7.4 litre engine was tried out in a Ribble 
TD5, and the following month a 7.4 litre engine was due to be fi tted in a Midland 
General TD7. Remanufacture of 8.6 litre engines started up at Chorley Works in mid-
1944, and some new 8.6 litre units were built there from August onwards.
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Beaver TSC18 JUA 329 shows no indication of ownership, which is unusual, as it was required 
as a condition of the “Showman’s Goods” licence, which was at a considerably lower rate than 
the norm.             (All photos by Neil Steele)
                     

Birmingham registered Beaver TSC18 FOX 478,  dating from 1942, is owned by G.F.Godden and 
Son, Ibstock, and appears to be well cared for . Both the other vehicles visible in this photograph 
are of the same confi guration.
                                      

 

 Funfairs are still places to fi nd interesting vehicles, although not of the variety 
and abundance of the days before strict vehicle inspections. Neil Steele has sent in 
three interesting pictures taken some 40 years ago at the Nottingham Goose Fair. On 
this page are two Leyland Beaver TSC18s. The van bodies appear remarkably similar, 
but may not be original. Opposite is a bus, converted to have a similar capacity as the 
vans by taking off the roof, removing the upper deck windows and upper deck fl oor, 
and replacing the roof. It was originally a lowbridge Titan TD2 supplied new to the 
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United Counties fl eet. Dating from 1932, the Leyland-built piano-fronted body has 
been partly repanelled and a forward door has been cut in the side. Note the ill-fi t of 
the roof dome which projects slightly.

Leyland Titan TD2 NV 1039 (chassis no.214) clearly shows its origin as a lowbridge bus. It was 
rebuilt by ECW in 1940, and had been fi tted with a Gardner 5LW oil engine in place of the original 
Leyland petrol engine in September 1936. After sale by United Counties in 1950, it ended its life 
with  showman  A. Clark of Derby.

A Leyland Bison side-type TSG1, see article on page 30.                      (Photo BCVM Archive)



 

 When the Leyland Lion was fi rst conceived on the drawing boards of the Leyland 
Drawing Offi ce in 1924, it was thought of as the “Low-level, 3 Ton, 32 seater”, and 
was initially given the model designation LC1, i.e. low “C” range (3 tonner).  This 
designation soon changed to LSC1 to denote the fact that it was a side type, with the 
Lioness, also a 3 tonner, taking the designation LC1.
 Just over a year later in October 1925 a new variation of the LSC1 Lion was drawn 
with a signifi cantly longer wheelbase, which at fi rst was designated LSG1, putting it 
into the 4 ton “G” range.  This model was named the Leopard, with a chassis price of 
£950, £1,600 fi tted with a 38 seater body by Leyland (compared with £870 and £1,420 
respectively for the 31 seater LSC1).  The petrol consumption of the Leopard was 
claimed to be 9 mpg, with 10 mpg achieved by the LSC1, which had the new overhead 
valve 4 cylinder engine rated at 28.9hp and with 41/4in. bore x 51/2in. stroke.
 The Leopard had a 17ft. 0in. wheelbase, the same as the standard normal control 
Lioness, and this was 2ft. 6ins. longer than the 14ft. 6ins. wheelbase of the LSC1.  
It was therefore a much longer bus, potentially long enough to take two extra rows 
of seats and it would be interesting to know how the overall length of the vehicle 
compared with the length restrictions of the day.  In November 1925 drawings for a 
36 seater Leopard were completed for Edinburgh but it is unlikely that this was ever 
built.  However, two Leopards were actually built for Liverpool Corporation Tramways 
and these were delivered in September 1926, with Leyland built 36 seat rear entrance 
bodies.  For comparison, the later “Long Lion” LSC3 was actually shorter than the 
Leopard, and had a wheelbase of 16ft. 5ins.

  
Mike Sutcliffe writes on the LSG1 (or PLSC2)
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 The Liverpool Leopard KA 4898 photographed when new.                   ( BCVM Archive)
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 Wilf Dodds has amazingly come up with copies of the original application for 
a licence for the fi rst of the two Leopards, signed by Percy Priestly, the then General 
Manager of Liverpool Corporation Tramways, and also the fi rst vehicle registration 
document for the same bus.  These clearly show the model type PLSC2 with the chassis 
number 45045 and engine number 45250.  This surely gives the fi nal proof as to what 
the PLSC2 actually was !  The horsepower quoted was 28.9hp, and bore and stroke 
were the same as the LSC1, so they clearly had the same 5.1 litre engine as the Lion.  
I wonder why the PSV Circle history quotes 6.5 litres (the standard S5.36hp engine 
of the day was 6.608 litres) so, were they under-powered and re-engined?  Would the 
S5 engine even fi t?
 The unladen weight was only 4 tons 15cwts, some 25cwts. lighter than the 
model SG7 of only three years earlier, a phenomenal achievement and demonstrating 
how rapidly bus design was moving ahead at the time.
 This photograph depicts the second of the two Leopards, KA 4898, when new 
and in the crimson lake livery of Liverpool Corporation Tramways.   Incidentally, 
it now appears clear that the “P” prefi x e.g. PLSC3, PLC1, PLSP1, PLA2, stood for 
“passenger”, and not “pneumatic tyres”.  Data Sheet No.16 dated 3rd April 1926 
was the fi rst to include the “P” for all purpose built passenger models.  Likewise, 
the Leveret Goods model was prefi xed “G”, being GLA1.  When the Leveret goods 
model was dropped in November 1926 there were no “new” goods models in the 
range, therefore no “G”s.
 The “G” for Goods did not then appear to be used until the Llama came on the 
scene as GTS4 or GLTB3 (Goods version of the TS4 and LTB3), in May 1932.  From 
Data Sheet No.20 17th October 1927 (when the Titan and Tiger were introduced), 
the “P” was dropped and the Lion/Lioness range reverted to LSC1, LSC3, LC1 (and 
later LTB1, LT1) until the end of production.  Why then do most people refer to them 
as PLSC1, PLSC3 and PLC1? – surely this is not entirely logical !!
 Our sincere thanks go to Wilf for making these priceless documents available 
for publication in Leyland Torque (shown overleaf). Another mystery solved, but 
raising more questions !
   The Log Book
Note the change of use from a “Hackney” to “ambulance”, with nil road fund tax, for 
the years 1935-1936. In fact, Liverpool Corporation kept a small fl eet of buses at its 
Edge Lane Depot for carrying disabled children, and although outwardly buses, these 
were  classed as ambulances and were never used for any other purpose. From May 
1938, the vehicle was licensed as “goods”, having become a service vehicle.
   The Application (Form R.F.8)
Dated and signed by Percy Priestly, General Manager of the Liverpool undertaking.
It is of interest to note the various tax rates, and the details given concerning the size 
of the wheels and the type of tyre fi tted. By 1930 it was disadvantageous to have a 
bus or lorry equipped with solid tyres, as the tax rate increased, hence many vehicles 
were converted from solids to pneumatics provided that pneumatic tyres able to bear 
the axle weight were obtainable.
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Feature edited  by  ALAN TOWNSIN

Please  send all correspondence via Mike Sutcliffe, the Editor.
 67. Buses for Cuba and elsewhere that didn’t make it (see Torque 16)
 Robert Grieves, of Paisley, sent the accompanying picture he took when 
working as a bus driver in Australia in the mid 1970s. It shows one of the Leyland-MCW 
Olympics saved from the sunken ship bound for Cuba in 1964 and running in almost-
original condition with Bosnjak’s Bus Service, in Parramatta, New South Wales. It had 
been converted to right-hand drive and fi tted with a nearside passenger door.
 Less easily identifi ed as what it was and not so far from home was one of the 
two of these vehicles that had been purchased by Smith’s of Wigan, and fi tted with 
Van Hool bodywork, as mentioned in our original report. The vehicle shown, CEK 
587D, passed to R I Davies, Tredegar, in July 1970 and  the photograph was taken in 
that operator’s depot yard in November 1971, by John Jones, of Pontypridd, who sent 
it in. The lettering on the offside read “Express Service South Wales to Rhineland” 
and the fl eetname, Jason’s Tours, was one of several used by Davies. It retained 
left-hand drive, well suited to that duty, and carried a Royal Tiger badge. The body 
was built with a centre entrance on the nearside and, seating only 44, it doubtless 
provided comfortable travel. Davies may well have been impressed with the Van Hool 
bodywork, chosen for several new coaches in 1971/2.
 Another instance of Leylands as sunk en route is reported by Cyril McIntyre, 
of Dublin. These were some Titan TD7 chassis, presumably sent as sets of parts in the 
manner usual to minimise import duties, intended for the Dublin United Tramways 
Co, which had ordered 81 in February 1940 to allow the remaining tram routes to 
be converted to bus operation. Almost a year later, on 13th January 1941, DUTC’s 
Rolling Stock Superintendent reported that “according to Ashenhurst Williams, some 

One that got away - Cuban Olympic in New South Wales.      (Photo Robert Grieves)
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chassis that were on the way to us were sunk in the Mersey and he has no word as 
to when more will come.” In the event only two more arrived at the end of January, 
a further four promised by Leyland the following month never arrived. The trams 
soldiered on until 1948-9 when replaced by 100 PD2/3 with Leyland bodies, known 
to generations of Dublin busmen as the “Boltons”. Does anyone have any more 
information on this? - how many chassis were involved, when and how it happened 
and if due to a collision or enemy action, as might have been the cause at that date?

Cuban Olympic with Van Hool body, seen with R.I.Davies, Tredegar.         (Photo John Jones) 

 75. TS5, LT4 and other unusual Tiger and Lion variants (Torque No.16)
Further information on Irish examples of the above is provided by Cyril McIntyre. The 
Great Southern Railways had 10 LT6 in 1934, 14 LT6 and 10 LT5A in 1935 and 15 
LT7 in 1936. However, these were followed by 17 “hybrid” chassis delivered in 1936-
1937; they are variously described in contemporary fl eet lists as LT7 and TS7. Two 
fl eet census lists describe them as LT7 but show a TS7 prefi x to the chassis numbers, 
which were 12161-77. They had Tiger radiators and nameplates but were fi tted with 
four-cylinder engines. On the formation of CIE in 1945, they were numbered in a 
separate TF class - presumably meaning “Tiger Four” - rather than in the NP series 
used for the Lion vehicles. During 1938-40, GSR took delivery of 100 Leyland single-
deckers - 61 Lion LT9 and 39 Tiger TS8. 
 It thus seems as if the concept of a model having the front-end layout and style 
of radiator as used on Tiger models from the mid-1930s but with four-cylinder engines 
(presumably this being what the LT6 had been) was suffi ciently strongly favoured 
by GSR for Leyland to reintroduce it as an offi cial model, the Lion LT9, then going 
on to sell in modest numbers elsewhere. The slim-radiator Lion models, LT5A, LT7 
and LT8, all had a shorter bonnet and a rather more cramped driving position as 
well as various other chassis differences; it may be that the greater commonality of 
components between Lion and Tiger models, except for the engine itself, was seen as 
another merit. It would be interesting to know what description of the hybrid batch 
appears in Leyland’s production or sales records. Can anyone tell us more on this 
story?
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 It is interesting to note that the PSV Circle fl eet histories for a number of 
Irish operators referred to the Leyland PLSC2, whereas extracts from the Leyland 
Sales Records in every instance quote the vehicles as being either LSC1 or LSC3.  
Examples include the Belfast & County Down Railway, General Omnibus Co. of 
Dublin, Bell & Paisley, Belfast and Dublin, Erksine of Ballyclare, and Kennedy of 
Portrush.  What evidence is there to support all of these Lions being described as 
PLSC2, or were the histories just wrong?
 On page 8 of this issue of Leyland Torque is reference to the Leyland Leopard 
- and the PLSC2 is further discussed there.

  82. Provincial Lion PLSC buses with an AEC ‘look’
 Readers may recall the United Service Transport Co’s PLSC3 illustrated in the 
Odd Bodies section of Torque No.12, page 29, which had an AEC-like grille fi tted 
to its radiator. There was mention in the following issue of the Gosport and Fareham 
Omnibus Co Ltd, which used the fl eetname ‘Provincial’, as another instance of 
similarly adorned PLSC models. Stewart Brett, of Chesterfi eld, has sent in details 
showing that in that case there was considerably more to it than an attempt to 
disguise a radiator style considered to be dated. 
 The old-established concern could trace its roots to the Provincial Tramways 
Group and, as a bus company, was no mere follower of fashion under the 
management of H. Orme White, one of the great characters of the bus industry. He 
was a great believer in making the best possible use of any  vehicle acquired, never 
being afraid of major modifi cation if thought worthwhile. 
   In the 1930s, the company bought various second-hand Leylands, among them eight 
PLSC1 buses with standard 31-seat Leyland bodies dating from 1926, purchased on 

   76. Was there a Lion PLSC2? ( Torque No.16) 
 Yes, there was, or at any rate one was planned. This emerges from the Editor’s study 
of the issue of “Once-a-Month”, issued as an information bulletin by Leyland Motors Ltd 
in the 1920s. The issue for July 1926, refers to a new Unit Schedule Sheet No.5, current 
from July 1st of that year, and in itself sounding as if a very interesting document, as does 
reference to a contemporary Data Sheet, No.16 - do copies of these survive?
 A paragraph below this heading reads “Additions under this group are the 1926 
models, and special reference is made to the PLSC2, known colloquially as the “Long 
Lion” chassis. We desire to emphasise that this is only an interim model, and will 
probably be subjected to modifi cation before the fi nal specifi cation is completed.”
 It seems highly likely that it was this model that was the basis of the Bradford 
trolleybus version, which it will be recalled (see FFT No.51) had a 15ft 6in wheelbase, 
as compared to the 14ft 6in of the PLSC1. In the event, the ‘Long Lion’ as put into 
production by fairly early in 1927 and built in large numbers was the PLSC3, with 16ft 
5in wheelbase. The next question that arises is whether any examples of the PLSC2, 
other than the probable Bradford trolleybus version, reached operators’ fl eets.
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1st October 1934 from Hants & Dorset Motor Services, effectively G&F’s neighbours 
They were given G&F fl eet numbers 1 to 8. Two further Lions, in this case of PLSC3 
type dating from 1928, were purchased via Yorkshire Traction Co Ltd, (in this case 
evidently acting as a dealer), in October 1935 - these, then numbered 31 and 32, had 
been new to G. H. Kilburn (Ideal Motor Co.), of Heckmondwike but passed with that 
business to Yorkshire (Woollen District) Tramways Co. in May 1929. 
 Earlier in 1934, eight new AEC ‘Regal 4’ buses with Harrington 32-seat 
bodies had been added to the Provincial fl eet, these having four-cylinder 6.6-litre oil 
engines, of the indirect-injection type with Ricardo Comet combustion system as 
then favoured by AEC. 
 What now emerges from details Stewart has sent is that the eight former Hants 
& Dorset Lions also received similar AEC oil engines, of type A168, soon after 
being purchased, the dates these were fi tted being between January and April 1935, 
save for one with no month quoted. At least one of the pair of ex-YWD buses also 
received an AEC A168 engine. 
 One of the ex-H&D buses, No.6 (TR 2835), was selected for an extensive rebuild 
during 1935 with the result illustrated herewith - a wire-mesh grille roughly similar 
in shape to the AEC style as on the Regals was fi tted in front of the PLSC radiator. 
It looks to your sub-editor as if the wheelbase may have been increased, perhaps to 
PLSC3 standard. The body is described as being a new one built by the company to Mr. 
Orme White’s design, the aim clearly being to resemble the appearance of the Regal 
4 batch, with Harrington-like half-canopy front-end and rounded rear, as well as rear-
entrance layout, but there are hints of the original square-cut Leyland PLSC body in the 
roof contour and the pillar spacing, with a very short bay just behind the offside front 
emergency door, yet there is an extra bay as compared to a standard PLSC1 body. It 
re-entered service in January 1936, and similar rebuilds of Nos 3 (TR 2622) and 5 (TR 
2819) followed during 1936 but it seems these did not have the grille change. 
 Despite these efforts, the company’s PLSC buses did not have as long lives 
as might have been expected in this fl eet. The two ex-Yorkshire vehicles suffered 
severe air raid bomb damage, resulting in them being scrapped in 1942, and the others 
were withdrawn in 1944-5 - the emphasis had switched to double-deckers to meet 
increased traffi c needs.
 Stewart included full details of engine as well as chassis numbers. The Leyland 
engine numbers given for the ex-H&D buses appear to be in a similar series to those 
of the chassis, though not coinciding, in a manner not uncommon in vehicles of 
that era, No.6 having chassis number 45345 and engine 45303. All the AEC engine 
numbers for these eight are given in the form A168A133/xxx, the last part being the 
individual serial nunber. Your sub-editor, usually familiar with AEC practice in such 
matters, has not hitherto seen anything like the ‘133’ suffi x, but the serial numbers - 
364 for No.6, the rest between 326 and 373 - are an indication of numbers built since 
the A168 engine type was introduced in 1933. Most would have gone into AEC goods 
models. Stewart points out that AEC Gazette in 1936 reported twelve AEC engines 
to have been bought by G&F, and if ten went into PLSCs, the remaining two might 
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have been those fi tted to a couple of rebodied ex-Oxford 1931 Regents in 1940, the 
use of four-cylinder diesels in double-deckers being very rare.
 Leylands with other than Leyland diesel engines fi tted in place of the original 
petrol units were not uncommon in the 1930s and 1940s, by far the most usual make 
was the Gardner. Leyland engines in other makes of chassis were less common in 
that era, although Bury Corporation converted fi ve Daimler CP6 models dating from 
1932 with Leyland oil engines, presumably 8.6-litre, in 1935. The combination with 
preselective transmission must have been interesting. Birmingham also fi tted Leyland 
engine and torque converters into a number of existing AECs in 1934 as part of its 
extensive test exercises before taking Leyland Gearless buses in quantity in 1938-9. 
(see Torque No.15, page 10). 

 Leyland-engined vehicles of other makes became more common later, perhaps 
most notably in the case of Bedford, which offered Leyland O.350, O370 and O.400 
engines quite extensively in its goods and passenger range the later 1950s and earlier 
1960s, some models having them as standard. 

   83. Fire Brigade gathering
 The splendid photograph opposite was presumably taken at a meeting of the 
North West Area of the National Fire Brigades Association. All the vehicles visible 
were Leylands, hardly a surprise in the era indicated.  The Lancashire registration 
number on the leading machine suggests a late 1925 date. But does anyone know when, 
where and more precisely what vehicles are visible? (origin of photo not known)

   84. Re-registered Titan?
 Ron Thomas, of Worcester, is enquiring as to the subsequent history of a Leyland 
goods vehicle, fi rst registered in Worcestershire as EAB 658 on 2nd October 1942. It 
had an unladen weight of 4tons 13cwt 3qr and the chassis number is recorded as 70380. 
This relates to a Titan TD1 new to Hants & Dorset in January 1929 and registered as 
TK 1851. It was one of a batch with full-height open-stair 48-seat bodies by Beadle, 
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 taken out of service in 1938, TK 1851 being one of several sold via T. Jefferis, a 
dealer of Bitterne, Southampton, in this case passing at an unspecifi ed date to a Mr. 
Wainwright, a showman, based in Birmingham. 
 The above items, using information largely supplied by the Kithead Trust, 
courtesy of Peter Jaques, do appear to produce a cohesive story in terms of location 
and time. There are many instances of vehicles which were re-registered during the 
war years, often after military or other use causing loss of the original identity, but 
pressed into further service  in a period when vehicles had become hard to acquire 
and there were tight controls on their use and disposal. Can anyone contribute more 
on the vehicle’s story? It was last licensed up to 24th March 1948.

  

  85. Wigan TD1 with Ribble
 The photograph below shows Wigan 43 (EK 7911), a TD1 with lowbridge body 
with an emergency exit on the lower deck, immediately behind the drivers cab, working 
for Ribble on a local service in Liverpool Road, Crosby, in July 1947. The wording 
“Wigan Corporation” still appears above the lower windows, but “Ribble” appears on 
the lower panels, suggesting the vehicle is owned by Ribble, rather than on being on

hire. (The bus also has a roller 
blind showing “Seaforth Sands” 
for route L9.) Both Wigan and 
Ribble fl eet histories by the PSV 
Circle are silent on this vehicle, 
but other Wigan TD1s are also 
shown as “not traced”. Did Rib-
ble hire or purchase up to 10 
similar buses in 1946-7, perhaps 
to cover  shortages whilst some 
buses were being rebodied?
(Photo by the late N.N.Forbes)
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THE GREAT No.1 FACTORY AT KINGSTON, SURREY by Don Williams, price 
£3.35 (post free) (available from Mike Sutcliffe. Cheque payable to “The Leyland Society”)
 I have purchased a small stock of these magnifi cent little booklets on the 
history of Ham Works, Kingston upon Thames, and these will be sold on a fi rst come 
fi rst served basis.  Don Williams was one of the joint authors of “Can You Afford to 
Walk?”, the history of the Hounsfi eld Trojan motor car, which is an excellent book, 
and although fairly expensive itself, is a must for the dedicated Leyland enthusiast.  
Don worked for most of his working life for the Hawker Siddeley Group and is 
therefore in a good position to write this 16 page booklet on the history of Ham Works, 
from its construction in 1917/18 for Sopwith, then Hawker, then Leyland’s RAF 
re-conditioning programme, then Trojan, then the Leyland Cub, Cheetah and Lynx, 
Leyland’s World War 2 production, trolleybuses, Hawker’s return to Ham, then British 
Aerospace, followed by closure in 1993.  This is an excellent, concise production, 
well illustrated, and a must for Leyland enthusiasts.            MAS

CITY - FLEET  LIST  AT  TAKEOVER BY EASTERN NATIONAL
Published by the Essex Bus Enthusiasts Group, 7 Farley Drive, Seven Kings, Ilford, 
Essex, IG3 8LT.   A5 size. £3.50 (post free)
 This 28 page booklet is an excellent summary of the City Coach Company’s 
fl eet in 1952 with vehicles then in existence and dating from 1935 (including those 36 
magnifi cent Leyland Tiger TS7 six-wheelers).  Some of the photographs are new and 
much of the route information is included in addition to a brief history of the company.  
However, the ultimate has to be the colour photograph of the Beadle bodied Leyland 
Titan PD1A depicted on the front cover when the bus was new.  This picture is really 
excellent and the price of the book is worth paying for this picture alone !           MAS

THE  LION  ROARS  NO  LONGER  A history of the Leyland Lion PLSC3 fl eet 
operated by Eastern National  Also from the Essex Bus Enthusiast Group, A5 size, 
price £2.00 (post free)
 This 12 page booklet gives details of the 79 Leyland Long Lions operated by 
the National Omnibus & Transport Company, later Eastern National, including those 
that were acquisitions from Silver Queen and Meadows of Barton Seagrave.  This 
is an interesting little work which lists the vehicles, gives details of their rebuilding 
and rebodying, loans to London Transport etc., as well as a number of photographs, 
and is well worth £2.00.           MAS

‘PRESTIGE  SERIES’ (No.17) MIDDLESBOROUGH & STOCKTON   Venture 
Publications.  Hardback, 18 x 25 cms.
 Priced at £8.95 this continues the excellent series of photograph albums, with 
extensive captions, covering the fl eets of Middlesbrough and Stockton Corporations 
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and the Tees-side Railless Traction Board, with vehicles new up to 1971.  The earliest 
Leyland in the book is a Leyland “Stockton” bodied model A13 of 1924 and there 
are plenty more for the Leyland enthusiast, including a rather nice picture of a W.G. 
Edmond bodied PLSC3 Lion, in addition to the, dare I say it, excellent picture of the 
Guy bodied Guy FCX six-wheeler – what imposing buses these were !             MAS

‘SUPER  PRESTIGE No.3’ SHEFFIELD  Venture Publications. Hardback 18 x 25 cms
 At the more expensive price of £16.95 this is an absolute must for the serious 
bus enthusiast, and particularly the Leyland enthusiast.  There are approximately 260 
photographs, well produced, (which works out at 61/2p each - where else could you 
buy photographs for this price?).  Pride of place has to go to the “in service” pictures 
of the early Titans, of which there are several, and in particular the four pictures of 
Titanics.  Several photographs taken by Geoff Atkins are included and these always 
add interest to any book.  There are many very attractive Roe bodied AEC Regent 
V’s and Leyland PD2/30s and pictures of the fi ve Eastern Coachworks bodied Titan 
PD2/20, and very handsome vehicles these were - another excellent book from Venture 
Publications.                           MAS

THE BRITISH TRUCK ERA OF TRANSPORT (Nelson) HOLDINGS Ltd.  
by Graeme Carter. Landscape Format 240mm x 180mm. 72pp. 104 Monochrome 
and 8 Colour photographs. Colour card covers. ISBN 0-473-07974-7  New Zealand 
$24.94 plus postage. Available from G.T. Carter Transport Books, 16 Cambridge 
Street, Wanganui, New Zealand.   HYPERLINK http://www.gtcarterbooks.co.nz   
www.gtcarterbooks.co.nz 
 This book came to hand quite recently and is best described as a photographic 
record of  British built lorries in use by Transport (Nelson) Holdings Limited and their 
subsidiary companies during the period 1952 to 1980. There is a short 3 page chapter 
outlining the companies origins and a list of all the companies involved with a map of 
the operating area, the Nelson Province, which occupies much of the top half of New 
Zealand’s South Island. This is an area of varied terrain with ‘saddles’ (mountains) of 
1,168ft. and 2,011ft. high with ‘Takaka Hill’ having a summit of 2,594ft. involving 
an ascent/descent of 15 miles! The Nelson Province lost its railway in 1955, thus the 
services offered by Transport (Nelson) Holdings Ltd., were referred to as a major part 
of “The Rubber Tyred Railway”.
 The monochrome photographs are reproduced to a high standard, some of the 
colour photographs show the ageing associated with early colour stock, that said, 
these are worthy of reproduction as they are mostly of Leylands! Each photograph is 
accompanied with an easy to read caption. Most Leyland models available during the 
period this book covers are included. While the photographic content is not totally 
devoted to Leylands, a high proportion of the pictures if not solely of a Leyland, 
have one somewhere in the picture ! The other makes represented are: AEC, Albion, 
Atkinson, Austin, Bedford, ERF, Foden and Ford. This is an interesting book worthy 
of a place on any transport enthusiasts bookshelf.                   NDS
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MINISTRY  OF  TRANSPORT  REGULATIONS
What is Meant by “Unladen Weight”

 There has been confusion in the minds of a good many as to the exact legal defi nition of 
“unladen weight”.  With a view to a clearer perception of our responsibilities in this matter we have 
now thoroughly thrashed the subject out with Ministry of Transport offi cials with the undernoted 
results.
 The regulations stipulate that the laden weight of a double-deck bus such as the “Titan” be 
restricted to a total of 9-tons, which weight must include petrol, lifeguards and complete equipment, 
in other words, the bus as it is used in actual service. Applying this to the “Titan” bus and allowing 
for the weight of 53 passengers at 140-lb. each, i.e. including driver and conductor, the unladen 
weight of the complete bus must not exceed 5 tons, 13-cwts, 3-qrs.  Titan buses coming through 
production now are slightly over the laden weight laid down;  but so far as unladen weight is 
concerned they are averaging 5 tons, 12-cwts, 2-qrs., exclusive of equipment which is set out and 
referred to hereunder, and inclusive of petrol, oil and water, and are therefore 1 cwt. under the legal 
maximum unladen weight called for by regulations.  There is always a possible variation of as much 
as plus and minus 1-cwt. on production vehicles.
 From these fi gures it will be seen that the question of the inclusion of extras and accessories 
and their detailed weights is an important one.  The extra weights of sundry items are given below

Complete Tool Equipment 1-cwt.
Spare Wheel and Carrier 1-cwt.  2 qrs. 18-lb.
Starter 2 qrs.   1-lb.
Exhaust heating 1-cwt.  1 qr.     0-lb.
12 Drop Windows instead of 7 Drop Windows (as standard) 2-qrs.     7 lb
Conductor’s Box 15-lb.
Rear Doors 2-qrs.   2-lb.
Lifeguards 1-qr.   17-lb.

BATTERY WEIGHTS
Standard C.A.V. Battery       2-cwts. 3-qrs. 14-lb.
D.P. Kathanode        3-cwts. 0-qrs. 12-lb.
Oldham         2-cwts. 2-qrs.   3-lb.
Exide           2-cwts. 1-qr.   19-lb.
NI-FE          1-cwt.  3-qrs.  23-lb.

 It is already stated above that there is a margin of 1-cwt. on the unladen weight of the 
production model, excluding all those items to which reference is made above.  It will be seen, 
therefore, that with a few exceptions any two of the items listed, if included with the bus, will bring 
it over the maximum laden weight allowed, and in negotiating sales of this model this question 
of weight should be very carefully discussed with the intending purchasers and the propriety of 
including any or all of these details of equipment must be brought to their notice.

(From “Once-a-Month”  May-June 1928 – Was it a deliberate mistake to exclude the 
lifeguards when they should have been included?!  The heaviest “extras” were the batteries, 
so without these as “standard”, was it up to an unregulated dynamo (even with a cut out) to 
power the lights? – I think not, as without a battery, a high rev of the engine would be sure 

to blow all of the light bulbs!  Some “jiggery-pokery” here I think
          Editor.
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A Survey by Richard Gadsby - Part 3
 A relatively small user of Leyland buses, but still an important “pirate” operator 
within the Glasgow bus scene in 1925 with 22 vehicles noted in the Inspectors’ list 
(1) was Sanderson Brothers (Glasgow) Ltd. Ninian Sanderson originally operated 
horse buses from Barrhead to Glasgow. Later Sanderson Brothers - by which they 
were known until beginning a limited company in March 1926 - operated services 
between Glasgow and Eaglesham (from November 1923) and a 20 minute circular 
service from Glasgow through Barrhead and Paisley and back to the city (from October 
1926). In parallel, a sizeable coaching business was established, with Delahaye, Latil 
and Lancia chars-a-bancs. The stage-carriage fl eet consisted of Albion, AEC, Dennis 
and Leyland vehicles. The livery was blue.

A Leyland C9 of Sanderson Brothers. 

 The Eaglesham service, along with nine vehicles was acquired by Midland 
Bus Services in January 1928. However, the coaching side of the business continued 
to operate separately until Sanderson ceased trading during 1930. Sanderson was 
probably maintained as a subsidiary of Midland, and the remaining coaches were 
later absorbed into the Midland fl eet.
 Three Leylands were purchased new in 1925 - all later passed to Midland - and 
were seen regularly in Glasgow: GB 8462 (An A13 with a 26 seat body), GB 9205 (a 
C7 with a 26 seat body), and GB 9860 (a C9 with a B26D body). Sanderson, who was 
based at Millburn Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, later became well known as Millburn 
Garage, and subsequently as Millburn Motors, a notable dealer based in Glasgow 
and Preston, and responsible for selling many Leylands of such household names as 
Ribble and Alexander.
 Other important Leyland users of the time worthy of brief consideration were 
Scottish General Transport (5 vehicles listed), Bain & Laird (5) and Baxter (4).
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 The Scottish General Transport Company Limited, Kilmarnock was unique 
in being the only B.E.T. company in Scotland, and as such had a very strong Leyland 
presence in the mid to late 1920s (although early vehicles had been AEC YC types). 
They had been established, as were many of the B.E.T. companies, as a separate 
business to expand and complement the B.E.T. tramway networks. Scottish General 
absorbed the bus operations of the Greenock and Port Glasgow Tramways Co. and 
the Airdrie and Coatbridge Tramways Co. The new company was set up in January 
1914. Gradual development of the business took place, and by 1924 the head offi ce 
had moved to Kilmarnock from previous bases in the Greenock and Ardrossan west 
coast area and Airdrie.
 Scottish General concentrated on developing services from Kilmarnock and 
it was only in May 1925 that they fi rst reached Glasgow with three of their red and 
cream SG11 vehicles with Ransomes B32R bodies (SD 9180-2) - all new that month. 
Two further buses - SD 8469 and SD 8473 (both SG7s with Cowieson B39F bodies 
and also new in 1925 - were also recorded. Many more vehicles from Scottish 
General from their large collection of SG type vehicles (see article in Leyland Journal 
No.4) would have worked into Glasgow during 1926 as their route network started 
to spread, but details of these have not been recorded (1). It is interesting though to 
refl ect that only fi ve routes operated from Glasgow by 1930 - these were to Ayr, 
Ardrossan, Stranraer (2), Troon and Gourock - perhaps refl ecting the more controlled 
development of the business than some of their more aggressive rivals. The fi rst three 
vehicles which passed to Scottish General from the Greenock company, by the way, 
were all Leylands.

Not so common by the mid-twenties, but often found earlier, was the tendency to distinguish 
buses by names rather than by fl eet numbers. Here is Bain of Kirkintillochs Leyland G7 named 
“Atalanta” (SN 3024). Note the front wheels converted to pneumatic tyres and the minimal 
uniform worn by the crew. The body is a Leyland “Edinburgh” with rear entrance.
            (Robert Grieves Collection)
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Seen here is SD 9176, a 
half-cab Leyland SG11 
of Scottish General 
Transport. The body 
is by Ransomes (not a 
common make found on 
Leyland chassis) with a 
rear entrance and 32 
seats. Note that the crew 
of this BET Company 
operated bus has been 
supplied with uniform.
(Photo from the Robert 
Grieves Collection)

LEFT:
VA7942 in W. Baxter’s 
light blue livery is a Lion 
with Leyland 31 seat 
body. (Robert Greives 
collection).

BELOW:
Baxter’s Lions VA7943/2 
seen in later l ife as 
Newbury & Dis tr ic t 
39/40. (Richard Gadsby 
collection).



SCOTTISH  GENERAL  TRANSPORT
 This Leyland SG7 with Leyland built body is one of Scottish General Transport’s nos.51-62, 
(SD 8151-62), with a wide doorway set towards the centre of the body. The design was no doubt 
thought to encourage quick loading and alighting by two streams of passengers.       (BCVMA)
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THE RED BUS SERVICE
Alex Bain’s fi ne G7 with “Edinburgh” type rear entrance body built by Leyland. Edinburgh 
favoured rear entrance single deckers for many years, and the title “Edinburgh” was used by 
other coachbuilders to describe this layout.             (BCVM Archive photo)
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 Bain & Laird, Kirkintilloch were an amalgam of 1925 of the existing small 
businesses of Alex Bain, Kirkintilloch and T. D. Laird, also of Kirkintilloch. Both 
operators had commenced a service between Glasgow and their home town in 1921. 
Perhaps mindful of the imposing presence of Lawson’s from 1923 onwards over the 
same route, both companies invested in fi ne Leyland vehicles and Bain also adopted 
a red livery, similar to that of Lawson’s, and traded as “The Red Bus Service.”
 Bain & Laird ran a route from Glasgow to Robroyston from 1925, using 
the previous livery and fl eet-name used by Bain. Names from Greek mythology 
were also emblazoned on the sides of the vehicles - making them very attractive in 
appearance.
Leylands seen in Glasgow in 1925 were: SN 2410, an A7 Special with Leyland 
“Chester” style body, new in 1923 to Laird, SN 2616/7, two RAFs with B32R bodies, 
which were possibly by Leyland and supplied to Bain in 1923, SN 2712, another 
RAF with “Edinburgh” style B32R body new to Laird in 1923, SN 3024, a G7 with 
“Edinburgh” style B32R body new in 1924 to Bain, and SN 3054, a G7 Special with 
B32R bodywork, new to Laird in 1924.
 The business - fi nally as A.Bain of Kirkintilloch - was sold to Glasgow General 
(on behalf of the S.M.T. Group) in June 1931. The operations of the Company at 
the time are a mystery, as the Glasgow to Kirkintilloch corridor was the province of 
Alexander and not Glasgow General. As a coincidence, Bain previously ran on the 
Balloch service - which became very much Glasgow General/C.S.M.T. territory.

 Our fi nal look is at W.Baxter & Sons, Blantyre. William Baxter was related 
to the famous James Baxter who established the successful Baxter’s Bus Service of 
Airdrie. William Baxter followed the familiar pattern of starting as a general carrier 
and contractor after the First World War. Char-a-banc bodies were soon fi tted by 
Baxter himself to lorries in the fl eet for week-end working.
 By 1924 Baxter had established  a service between Glasgow and Hamilton via 
Cambuslang, running exclusively a sizeable fl eet of all-Leyland vehicles (including the 
very fi rst Leveret (TD 352) which had started out as a Leyland demonstrator. In April 
1929, Baxter was taken over by J.W.& R. Torrance Limited, Hamilton. The vehicles 
are recorded as being “immaculate” in their light blue livery (the vehicles often being 
known as “Bluebirds”). Baxter also became a member of the A1 Lanarkshire Bus 
Owners’ Association previously mentioned.
 Early representatives of the fl eet as seen in Glasgow were VA 3123/4, both 
A13s with Leyland “Stockton” type B26F bodies new 1924, and VA 3318, an A13 
with similar body, new 1925. An earlier 20 seat Leyland is also recorded, V5758, but 
no further details are known. There can be no doubt that the solid reliable Leylands 
operating in Glasgow in 1925-6 helped to make their owners stand out from the motley 
crowd of other (often strange) buses.
(1) referring to the list of vehicles drawn up by the Inspectors in Glasgow 1925-6.
(2) the Glasgow - Stranraer service was one of the longest stage-carriage services in Britain.
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 Please  send all correspondence via Mike Sutcliffe, the Editor.
 Thank you all for a bumper postbag on the vehicles shown in Torque no. 16. 
Three of you commented on my remarks concerning content of this section. Tony 
Hall and John Bennett wanted information with the original picture to encourage 
further detailed comment. Andrew Spriggs was happy to see pictures without 
comment and asked for more later vehicles (1960s-1980s) to be included. Mike will 
need a supply of material for this.
 Many of you refer to PSV Circle publications. Their ‘British Journal’ for May 
2002 includes a listing of Blackpool CBC registered buses from 1929 onwards in the 
FV series which includes many Leylands with a complicated life. Even PSV Circle 
records, however, can be supplemented or corrected ! We are delighted to receive 
responses from new (to me) contributors David Wright, J. Bunting, Andrew Spriggs, 
Mark Green, Allan Condie, and Cyril McIntyre who join regular correspondents Tony 
Hall, Dr Michael Taylor, John Bennett, Stuart Turner and Mike Fenton.
 GWW835 ( Torque 14/15)
Roy Marshall comments on the probable transfer of an elderly Willowbrook body 
from a Lion LT7 on to this  Tiger PS1 and makes two points. Firstly, Willowbrook 
offered a thorough body overhaul to customers postwar for £1000 which provided 
a virtually new body to the original appearance. Secondly, Skills of Nottingham did 
transfer postwar Willowbrook bodies from PS1 Tigers (which were then rebodied) 
onto prewar Lion LT7s with little problem.
 CNA435 (Torque 15)
Paul Rouet writes that the Tiger TS7 was new to Hartley of Manchester in 1936 with 
a Plaxton coach body. It was sold to Austin (Happy Days), Woodseaves, Shropshire 
in 1938 and rebodied with a Wildes (of?) FC33F body in 1947. It was sold on to 
Blackheath & District (Worcs.) in 1949. Mike Fenton has Fildes as the coachbuilder 
with a possibility that Appleyard may have been involved.
 Tiger TS3 GK5717 and Cub GXX48 (Torque 15)
No further information. One correspondent believes that his name appears too often. 
Not so. We would like a reply on these two -anonymous if necessary !
Torque No. 16 
 Crown Tours PYA578 (Torque 16)
All identify the body as Heaver of Durrington and designated by them the ‘New 
Mark’ which was carried in script above the registration plate. Chassis no. was 
530250 and both PSU1/15 and PSU1/16 are quoted and the livery was chocolate and 
cream. Complaints are said to have arisen from Burlingham about the ‘copying’ of 
the Seagull design. However,  Stuart Turner notes that Heaver would build bodies to 
operator design and specifi cation so Crown Tours may have fi elded the complaint. 
Mike Fenton notes that Heaver built another ‘Seagull’ on Daimler Freeline UHY211 
and two ‘Bellhouse Hartwell’ bodies on Foden PVFE chassis.

  Feature  edited  by  BOB  KELL
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 Lough Swilly IH5617 (Torque 16)
This prompted detailed replies from, among others, Allan Condie and, particularly, 
Cyril McIntyre. This corrects published information and is summarised as follows. In 
1936, Dublin United (DUTC) built 56 metal-framed bodies supplied in part-kit form 
by Alexander’s Stirling coachworks and which were virtually identical to Alexander’s 
own bodies on 1935 Lion LT5A chassis. DUTC fi tted the bodies to 55 Lion LT7 
chassis which became fl eet nos. N49 - 103. The fi nal body was sold to Lough Swilly 
as their no. 37 on their own LT7 chassis (no.10917).
In 1940-5 with a shortage of spares, DUTC (which merged with the GSR to form 
CIE on 1st January 1945) withdrew a number of Lions and sold seven bodies to 
Lough Swilly, one ending up as shown on no.45 (IH5617). It is thus not an ex-NIRTB 
body. The second bay has been shortened to fi t the longer PS1 front end. A computer 
recreation of these bodies by Allan Condie is shown. 

 ABC, Ferryhill, Durham, DUP 911 (Torque 16)
Michael Taylor suggests bodywork by Raine of Spennymoor, Co. Durham (who 
closed their Tower Coachworks earlier this year) but it isn’t really like any other 
known Raine body. Mike Fenton may agree on Strachans but could someone check 
their London Independent coach operator fi les for anything similar? 
    Jackson, Guisborough, North Yorks, GVN 952 (Torque 16)
Strachans were defi nitely responsible for this and, according to Mike Fenton, 
featured an artists impression of it in a full-colour advertisement entitled ‘Superb 
Elegance in Coachbuilding’. It did not have rearward-facing seats. 
 Leyland Hippo (Torque 16)
See page 36 for a picture of this (or similar) ex Leyland Motors Recovery Vehicle. 
It is believed that there were eight of these, scattered about the country at various 
Leyland Service Depots. We still do not have defi nitive details as to which one was 
seen in the picture in Torque 16.
Now to this edition’s puzzle pictures.
 Unkown  BB? 196
Who? What? Where? When? This one is for the detectives. Mike and I know nothing 
of this 1930s Tiger(?).  Someone was suffi ciently impressed by those droopy Crossley 
postwar front mudguards to attach extensions here which  must have reduced  cooling 
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of the front brakes by a considerable degree. (Picture by Photobus)

 Leyland Cub KP3 APG325
Photographed in Oxfordshire (with Honour or Holder of Charlton-on-Otmoor?) but 
what is the body? Photo (damaged) by R H G Simpson sent in by Paul Rouet.

 Leyland Tiger TS1 AG4140 (see opposite top)
This (withdrawn?) Western SMT 1929 Tiger TS1 (chassis 60517) is reputed to have 
had a second-hand Leyland coach body,  but clearly doesn’t have it in this view. What 
body is it? (Photo by Alan B. Cross, submitted by Mike Fenton).
 Leyland Royal Tiger (see opposite bottom)
This handsome Royal Tiger looks like a conventional nineteen forties’ coach from 
the front axle rearwards, with a modern front end grafted on. But who is the owner 
and who built the body? (Photo Mike Sutcliffe collection).
 Very Odd Bodies
Torque No.18 will present the fi rst part of an article by Mike Fenton on Leylands in 
Malta which are very much rebuilt and fi tted with locally made bodywork. Mike’s 
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article was written for Journal No.4, but it became necessary to reduce the size of 
Journal by 4 pages to avoid entering the next band of postal charges. Hence the Malta 
article will now appear in ‘serialised’ form.

 

 

 

This edition of Torque ..........
..........only contains 44 pages, as we are obliged to send out minutes of the 2001 
AGM in advance of the 2002 AGM in the same envelope. As a result, Sales & Wants 
has been held over until Torque No.18. The deadline for material for the December 
edition is 26th October. Please send all contributions to Mike Sutcliffe, at the address 
shown inside the front cover. 

 



Ron Phillips tells of a short lived model
 In the decade following the launch of the Lion PLSC bus, Leyland was primarily 
a builder of passenger chassis. Development of the “T” series six-cylinder engine was 
especially for the bus range. The design of lorries in the heavier sector lagged behind 
buses because of the slow development of pneumatic tyres capable of bearing great 
weights, uncertainty over future legislation, and the general economic depression of 
the times. The heavy lorry market was also slightly depressed by the success of the 
new passenger range. Many of the big bus operators discarded their SG series buses 
when they were only fi ve or six years old, and sold them to dealers who converted 
them into heavy lorries and vans. Some received pneumatic tyres, others did not, but 
legislation of the early thirties eventually made it disadvantageous to have solid tyres 
fi tted.
 Following the success of the Lion, Tiger and Titan etc. passenger models, the 
Company re-vamped the goods range and allocated animal names. The old “A” and 
“C” models were replaced by the Badger TA and Beaver TC, powered by the four-
cylinder engine as used in the Lion LT buses. The old “G” 4 tonner was replaced 
by the Bison TG, powered by the  same “T” series four-cylinder engine. All three 
models were available as “side-types” (forward control), and in such cases were 

ABOVE: This pugnacious-looking Bison TSG1 for the Southern Railway (GY 3074) has 
a non-standard cab (Leyland-built) and the radiator is adorned by a cast plate bearing the 
owners title, with “Leyland” in plain script at the bottom.           (BCVM Archive Photo)
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nominated  TSA, TSC and TSG. For some reason the old “Q” models (6-7 tonners) 
were replaced by two animals from the Leyland Zoo, the bonneted Buffalo TQ and the 
side-type Bull TSQ, powered by the six-cylinder “T” engine.  The goods range was 
completed by the three-axle Hippo TSW, again powered by the six-cylinder engine.  
A number of these heavy chassis were built with solid tyres on the rear axle(s), but 
were converted later to all pneumatic tyres.
 In many ways, these initial  goods models were non-radical and interim designs, 
relying very much on what is nowadays called “over-engineering”; put more simply, 
if you make it very strong, it won’t break, whatever the owner does to it ! 
 During 1929, G or GH goods chassis were still being built, and the fi rst Bison 
prototype chassis was not made until September or October. Not all the new range 
of goods models appeared at the same time, and production Bisons did not enter 
service until 1930, although Badgers and Beavers had been available for several 
years. The Bison was intended for the carriage of dense loads, such as liquids in 
containers (milk, beer etc.) or in tanks (petroleum etc.), or stone or earth, but they were 
outnumbered by the heavier capacity and more powerful Bull and Buffalo. 
 Main customers included Viney of Preston (tankers), Watney, Boots, Sainsbury, 
Cleveland Oil, Wordie & Co. (Glasgow), the Metropolitan Supply Co., and Shell 
Mex. The latter was probably the largest user with a fl eet of over 30 tankers. One 
variant was the TG2, which differed only in having a slightly shorter body for use 
as a tipper. Customers who wanted a longer body chose the forward control TSG1 
variant, which was introduced about a year after the bonneted model. This perhaps 
explains why the name Bison was used for both normal control and forward control 
versions, because the TQ and TSQ Buffalo and Bull models were already established 
under two names, having been produced in the distinct versions from the start, but 
the side-type Bison was offered only after the original version had been in production 
for over a year. There is also the explanation that perhaps animal names beginning 
with ‘B’ were now exhausted.
Leyland Production
 In January 1931 Leyland built 63 goods chassis and 156 bus chassis, just over 
a year later in March 1932 the fi gures were 71 goods chassis and 185 passenger 
models. The ratio of goods and passenger models was about 30% to 70%.
 In January 1933 the fi gures were 65 and 105. (See also letter on page 43.) 
In April 1933, production was said to be 43% down over the equivalent period of 
the previous year. The Company chiefs blamed this slump on uncertainty over the 
effects of the new legislation about to be brought in covering the transport of goods. 
(Passenger transport had been regulated by the 1930 Road Traffi c Act, and in 1933 
the system of A, B and C licences was introduced into  the haulage industry, as well 
as new rules concerning the loading of commercial vehicles and the rates of Road 
Fund tax.) To meet the new requirements, the Beaver TC, which by now was available 
with the 8 litre six-cylinder engine, and of course the newly introduced oil engine of 
the same capacity, was further upgraded (TC7 and TSC7) “to be capable of carrying 
both constructionally and legally between 6 and 7 tons.”
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SPOT  THE  DIFFERENCE
The wheelbase and general specifi cation of the Bison TG1, as seen above, and the TG2, as seen 
below, were identical. The TG2 was described as a tipper chassis, and the body behind the cab 
was six inches shorter. The Bison TG2 shown here was supplied to Wallasey Borough Engineers 
Department, No.13, and appears to be painted in the unusual “sea green” adopted for the town’s 
tramcars and buses.              (BCVM Archive photos)
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Argentina (export) 65929
Askew, Buckhurst Hill  
Banks, Liverpool 66767
Barber, Cheddleton 66492
Baxendale, Liverpool 65927
Boddingtons, Mcr. 66289-90, 66550
Bonnybridge Coop 66446
Bradshaw, Burscough 67862
Brown Wills & Nicholson 67559
Bryant & May 66772-3
Bullard, Norwich 66291, 66567-8
Burdalls, Sheffi eld 67870
Burroughs, Welcome 67590
Bradford Corporation 66171-2
Breckset Brewery 66058-9
Cities Service Oil Co. 66916, 67000/153-6
Chemical & Metallurgical  66970-2
Cleveland Oil Co. 67758, 67819-28
Clydebank Coop 66865
Colonial Combing Co. 66593
Cooper, McDougal & Robertson, Oldham
 67286
Cowan, Glasgow  
66852,66973,67723
Craigmillan Creamery 65243
Crook Coop 67541
Crosse & Blackwell 67463
Dartford Wharfage 66796
Dennis, Barnsley 67547,67725
Deuchar, Newcastle 66180
Dick, London 67246-7
Dumbarton Coop 67724
Dunlop Rubber Co. 66915
Dyson, Wakefi eld 66952
Farthing, Yeovil 67213
Forbes 66402
Gas, Light & Coke Co. 66570
Gaskell, Ashton in M. 66798
Gee, Bury 66802
Gerrard, Nottingham 67157
Greene King & Co. 66493
Greenock Coop 66806
Hamilton Coop 67654
Hammonds Brewery 66304
Hardys Brewery 67538
Harrods, Barnes 67687
Hillards Stores 67318
Hunter, Loanhead 65975-6
Jax Garage, Wealdstone  66515
Jennings, Cockermouth    67569
Johnstone, Aidrie 66864

Kilsyth Coop 67909
Kingham, Reading 66573
Leadgate Coop 67160
Leith Coop 66954
Leyland Motors 65709 (demo)
Linn, Kirkliston 67806
Lofthouse & Saltmer 67470
Marshall Sevens 66685
Martin & Watson 67650
Marsh & Baxter 67871
Mason, Birmingham 66444
Meltham Coop 67214
Milner, Lancaster 67391
Monro, London 66781-3, 67845
Newton & Chambers 65898-9
Palethorpe, Dudley Pt 67608
Pall Mall Depositary 65900
Polysunwin, Keynsham   66999
Simmonds, Reading 67140-1
Shell Mex & BP 65020(proto),65949-53
Strong, Romsey 66567-8
Ramsden, Halifax 65983
Redline Motor Spirit 65809,65836-7 
Regent Oil Co. 67428, 67487
Revis, Tadcaster 67156
Rutherglen Coop 66572
J.Sainsbury         67591,67765,67808-
10
Schofi eld, Clayton 67863
Scott & Turner 66186
Scottish CWS  
67094,67339,67539 Soutter, Aberdeen 
66436
Spain (export) 66112
Spicer, Leeds 67602
Stotts, Salford 66857,67064-5,67258
Stuart, Parkhead 66189
Tadcaster Brewery 66615
Tickler, Southall 66081-2
Taylor, Wigan 67062
Uddingston Coop 67322
Vaux, Sunderland 66445, 66594-5
Walkers & Parker 67082
Wallsend Coop 66306 
Wander, London 65787-8
Watney,Coombe,Reid 66634, 66708/30,

 67001,67688,67712-3/5
Wells, London 67844 
White, London 65977, 65986
Whitaker, Halifax 65982
Wilson Bobbin Co. 66133
Wordie, Glasgow 66359,66869,66965-6
 67210,67685,67815
Younger, Edinburgh 65923, 66286,66741-4

 LEYLAND BISON Model  TG1
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LEYLAND BISON Model  TSG1 (Side-type)

Adam, Aberdeen 66503
Albion Brewery, Leeds 67549
Alexander, Aberdeen 67866
Allen, London  67323-5
Avondale Industries 66683
Bainbridge, Newcastle  66578
Barlow, Lincoln 67583
Baxter, Waterfoot 66006
Bee, Hinkley  66869
Beswicks Lime Co. 67624-5
Binns, Sunderland 67495
Boots, Nottingham 67794-6
Bradfi eld, Stockbridge 67510
Brevitt, Willenhall 67892
Brooker & Tarran 66298
Christie, Aberdeen 66054
Clark & Smith, Hadley 66867, 67589
Clowes, Hanley 67289
Coggan, Salisbury 67396
Cooke & Burgess 67310
Coxon, Cheadle 67840
Devantia Brewery 67408
Drake, Hanley  66385
Dutch, Perth   67617  (TSG2)
Evemy, Frome  66886
Farmers Traffi c, Ayr 67697, 67890
Feather, Keighley 67856
Forrest, Carnwath 67641
Fowler, Prestonpas 66532, 66987-8
Fraser, Aberdeen 66918-9
Furlongs Garage, London 66925
Gas, Light & Coke Co.  66504-7
Grant, Salford  66597
Greenwell,Sunderland  67454
Hanson, Huddersfi eld 67606
Hepplewhite & Shaw 67604  (TSG3)
Herrick & Walker, Hull 67804
Hirst, Ripponden 67220
Horton, Wolverhampton    67674
Hudson, Brighton 67894
Jacobs, Liverpool 66179
Kingham, Farnham 66751
Laidlaw,Cumledge Mills 66050
London Commercial Carriers 67392-3
Martin, Newcastle 67649
Middlesbrough Coop 67269
Moor & Robson, Hull 67181 
Morrison, Strathavon 67536
Mulliner, Northampton 66587
Nicholls, Gloucester 66351
N.E.School Furniture 66419
Northern Coop 67555

Ovenden, Ovenden 67677
Parker, Cheltenham 67142
Paxton, Portslade 67607
Pedley, Burslem 67371
Petrie, Bathgate 67576
Prayle, Whithington 67699
Premier Tpt., B’ham 67644-5
Purves, Seahouses 67509
Salt, Hanley  67689
Sankey, Wellington 66316
Schofi eld, Rochdale 67405
Scott, Edinburgh 67842
Sears (True Form) 66053
Shepherd, Portsmouth  67514
Shore Porters, Aberdeen   67732
Stevens, Formby 67847
Smith, Tadcaster 66314, 67852
Taylor-Johnson 67497
Thornton-Oxley, Mcr. 67221
Timpson, Leicester 66585-6
Topham, Salford 67891
Usher, Edinburgh 67261-5
Vaux, Sunderland 66754
Viney, Preston  67218, 67341-5
Watt & Davidson 67556
West Calder Coop 67854
Wiseley, Aberdeen 66941
Wilkie & Sharp 67447
Wissett, Wallasey 67656
Woodley, Cardiff 66629

LEYLAND BISON Model  TG2 (Tipper)

Allen, Wigan  67402
Ashton-in-Makerfi eld Gas Co. 66867
Bruce Lindsay, Edinburgh   67546
Darlington Corporation 67144
Doulton, Dudley 66826
Eyre, Chesterfi eld 66721
Forfarshire C.C. 67516
Harrison, Doncaster 67552
Hoyle, Huddersfi eld 67446
Male,Chester-le-Street    66722
Mathieson, Prestonpass  67390
Premier Tpt. B’ham 67653, 67766
Salford Corporation 66546
Small, Tranent  66401
Storey, Mostyn 67584
Tawse, Aberdeen 67104
Uruguay (export) 65810-1
Wallasey Corporation 67577
White, Edinburgh 67613
Worcestershire C.C. 67098-9 
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 In May, the management reviewed the goods range on offer, and effectively 
axed the Bison, Bull and Buffalo. The new Beaver was declared to be reasonably 
priced, of low tare weight “so that taxation  even under the enhanced scale will not 
be excessive”, and “likely to command a good sale.” The review stated that when 
the next Data Sheet was issued the number of models was to be reduced, with the 
two-axle machines confi ned to the Badger and the Beaver. 
 “Sales of the heavier Bison, Bull, Buffalo etc. have disappeared, as the only 
reason for their existence was that they were so heavy in construction that they could 
stand excessive overloads without damage to the chassis.”
 On pages 33-34 is to be found a list of principal customers for the Bison, together 
with known chassis numbers in the series commencing 65101, reserved for the goods 
vehicle range powered by the four and six cylinder “T” series engines. Anyone with 
further information on any of these vehicles is invited to contact the Editor. (We would 
like to be able to quote registration numbers for all these vehicles if possible.) The listing 
excludes the fi nal Bisons which took chassis numbers in the new series (commencing 
101 for passenger and goods vehicles together) which started in 1932.
 The name Bison was revived in 1939 for the TSC16, a re-engineered Beaver 
chassis which was never put into production (see photograph on the cover of Torque 
No.12), and again in the 1970s. A future article is planned on the modern Bison and 
Bison 2 production.
 

  
 There is a statistic in the Leyland records for 1925 which gives an idea of how 
production of bus bodies at the South Works had built up since the restart of production 
after the First World War.
 The fi gures given are: 1919 -  41
      1920 -  55
      1921 -  65
      1922 -  95
      1923 - 250
      1924 -  590
      1925 - 639 (up to August)
The dates actually refer to the “production year”, which commenced on October 1st, 
so the above dates should be seen as starting on October 1st of the previous year, and 
lasting through until September 30th of the year shown. The 1925 date, therefore, 
does not show the total of bodies built during September 1925. The grand total of 
the above fi gures is 1735. It is not clear whether this total includes those bodies built 
under sub-contract by Vickers of Crayford.
 From 1926-1930 the number of passenger bodies built at Leyland soared, and 
the pressure on capacity was such that other outside bodybuilders were called upon 
to help, and some bodies for Tigers were built at the Kingston factory. Figures fell 
back during the early thirties, as seen in the article above.                (ARP) 
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   From Andy Crockett, Cambridge
 I have just received the latest edition of “Leyland Torque”, another great issue, 
keep up the good work !  The past few editions have all featured recovery vehicles, 
perhaps this could become a regular feature?  After all many service depots, dealers, 
recovery fi rms, PSV and haulage companies operated Leyland breakdown vehicles.
 The Hippo in Torque No.16, I believe, may have operated for a coach operator 
called Adventurers, but unfortunately I have no further information.  However, the 
Leyland Service Depot at Aldenham did operate a Hippo recovery vehicle and from 
memory it was of similar appearance.  I remember seeing it at the Aldenham site on a 
number of occasions quite often in company with the depot’s other recovery vehicles 
(an AEC Militant and a Guy Invincible).  Unfortunately, I never did manage to get a 
photograph of it, perhaps there is an offi cial photo in the archives somewhere?

 Continuing this theme  I have included a couple of photographs that you may 
fi nd of interest. The picture on the opposite page (top) must be an “offi cial” Marshalls 
of Cambridge shot.  The vehicle worked from Marshalls Airport Garage ( a Leyland 
dealership) for a number of years, later in life it wore a blue and white striped livery.  
It was originally a tipper for Sindall Construction of Cambridge.  Sometime in the 
mid 1980s it was replaced by a 4x2 Leyland Roadtrain that is still in use today.
 I was interested to read Steve Offl ey’s article about Leyland Freighters as my 
fi rm ran a total of 22 over a period of nearly 20 years.  We operate two DAF-engined 
vehicles in every day use (G741 BTW & H744 HTW), however the last Leyland engined 

Yes there is, Andy !  But we still need to know how many of these were in use by Leyland, and 
where they were based. Here is No.321 when new in April 1957.          (BCVM Archive photo)
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Freighter in everyday use has been dispatched to Retech Engineering in Suffolk to 
have the body removed.  E381 PFK (chassis no. JJ64249) was new to Ackers Jarrett 
of Wednesbury, in 1988 and used as a contract vehicle for Coroda, we purchased it 
in June 1990.  The body will be fully overhauled and fi tted to a new DAF LF55.
 F405 KTW (chassis no. HJ62761), a 1988 Freighter purchased new, has been dealt 

with in the same way earlier this year, its body being transferred to EX02 VDG (chassis 
no. L236143) an LF 55-220.  Unlike British Gas, (and I suppose just about everyone 
else), we operate our vehicles for “total life” and 14 to 16 years is not unusual for us!  
Unfortunately, after fourteen years of punishment very few go on to further use, but 
having said that, it shows what a good product it has been for lasting so long.

  From Michael A. Taylor, Kidderminster
 Re Eric Muckley’s letter in Torque No.16, Shadwells  had 3 PS1/1’s with Santus 
C33F bodies: GED 239, GED 420, GED 687.  They fi nished off with a PS2/3 with extended 
rear oval window, 28ft. 6in. long, HED 459 Santus FC37F all dark green/cream.  I 
have photos of most of these machines;  also the Whiteways PD1 DED 797. 
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  From Richard Perry, Southampton
 Thanks for publishing all the article that I sent to you about the “pot chamber” 
and related matters.  I was particularly gratifi ed to get the letter that you forwarded 
from Alan Townsin.  Some time I intend to take the research further.
 The reason for this letter is that recently I have been somewhat impressed by 
the service I have received from Lockheed - now Delphi Automotive Systems - when 
I needed new brake service kits for my East Kent TD5-Beadle.  Initially I rang their 
technical help department, quoted the part numbers from my 1970s catalogue and 
they gave me the up-to-date numbers.  I was then able to order the service kits through 
my local Partco.  I did discover that they can no longer supply parts for the 2 inch 
diameter master cylinder, but I was impressed that parts for a 1930s vehicle are still 
available off-the-shelf from the original supplier.
 You may already know about this service, but I did wonder whether a mention 
in a Leyland Torque might be in order?  They have rationalised the number of kits 
available, but kit LK 11464 should fi t most 11/4in. diameter cylinders.  It contains the 
two seals and the boot.  The phone numbers for the help line are 01926 472794 for 
brakes and 01926 472958 for clutches.  Let’s keep the orders fl owing in so that they 
keep them in production for as long as possible !
  From Christopher Lewis, Blackheath
 First please let me introduce myself.  I am the nephew of the late Charles 
George Lewis, Founder of the S.E. London, Greenwich-based coach company, “Lewis 
Greenwich Ltd”.  Founded in 1919, and fi rst called “Greenwich Belle”, then in 1923 
“C.G. Lewis Safety Coaches”.  My uncle died in 1988.  I worked with him for some 
years before his death.  I have been trying for many years to build up a collection of 
summer programmes, and collect the old fl eet in photographs, but still have a long 
way to go.  What I have achieved with the help of the PSV Circle is a complete fl eet 
list of all the coaches ever owned by my late uncle and the family to the present day, 
including World War II replacement vehicles.  These were normally pre-war vehicles 
whose owners had been called up.
 I am trying to establish whether a coach purchased as a wartime replacement 
was actually a Leyland demonstrator.  The coach in question was a Leyland Cub SKP3 
with Leyland coachwork, and in several instances it has been logged as a Leyland 
demonstrator.  The registration number was ATB 302 (chassis no. 4190, registered  in 
1935, acquired by my uncle after 1940), built at Leyland’s Kingston-upon-Thames 
factory.  Any assistance that you feel you might be able to assist me with in tracking 
down the history of this coach would be most appreciated.
  From Royal Marshall, Burnley
 May I comment on and add to Philip Greenwood’s letter on page 39 of Torque 
No.16, as I knew the Yorkshire & Lincolnshire Road Services (t/a Advance) fl eet 
during the 1950’s and until the services passed to Lincolnshire Road Car, in 1965. 
 My notes quote the original owner as E.L. Thompson of Low Street, Goole, 
passing to R. & C. Thompson and fi nally in 1949 to Yorks & Lincs. Road Services Ltd. 
( S.P. Thompson Secy.) of Reedness Road, Goole.  I recall a modern garage adjacent 
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to a bungalow.  The Reo was WW 9082;  the Star WX 2659 but these date from the late 
1920s.   Then came the Leylands. I have recorded - WX 8356 Cub KP chassis No.78 
B25F;    YG 786 Lion LT.  32 seats;    AWU 49  Cub SKP  26seats;    and BWT 862 Cub 
SKP2 4007 Willowbrook B26F of 1936.  These were followed by Bedfords, etc.
 It is not true to say Leylands were denied to independents after the second World 
War, very many took delivery of them, the problem was lengthy delivery followed 
by long delays at mainstream coachbuilders.  If Philip would like to contact me via 
the Editor, I can give him further details of the fl eet, but unfortunately I have only 
photographs of post-War deliveries.
  From John Bennett, Loughborough
 I was delighted to have seen the letter in Torque No.16 from Philip Greenwood, 
Bingley, in regard to his uncle’s business, “Advance” of Swinefl eet and their Leyland 
Cubs.  This is one of only two responses (the other from P.J. Snell) to my piece in 
Torque 15, page 34, appealing for information on Leyland Cubs.  One Advance 
vehicle was BWT 862 Leyland SKPZ2 6037 Willowbrook C26F new November 1936;  
a picture is enclosed showing this vehicle by the gates of Loughborough College.  I 
am not able to identify the other Leyland Cub referred to.   ( Editorial Comment: We 
appear to have differing chassis numbers here - which is correct? )

 By the way, in the list on page 34 of Torque No.15, there are some transcription 
errors: NV 3606 was chassis 3037 and C26F,  HS 8306 was B32R according to Pickering 
records. I would ask any member of the Leyland Society who has access to any 
material relating to the Cub range to consider giving me access to it, please.  Brian 
Blakemore, Ron Phillips, Malcolm Wilford and I will continue to seek to list every 
example of this type of chassis with a view to being able to share the results with all 
interested persons.
  From Mark Green, Wigan
Re Warrington Centenary, on page 7 of Torque No.16 it comments that the only single 
decker Leylands purchased new by Warrington Corporation were SG7’s in the 1920s 
and the four Panther Cubs in the late 1960s.  Not mentioned were, of course, the two 
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Leyland Leopard coaches purchased in 1973 (Fleet Nos. 3 & 4, DED 977/978L, chassis 
nos. 7300341/4, type PSU3B/4R with Plaxton C49F bodywork of the Panorama Elite 
design).  These were purchased for use on private hire work, but were constructed to 
bus grant specifi cation.  They were exchanged during 1978 for three Daimler Fleetlines 
from Derby City Transport.
  From Mike Fenton, Holmfi rth
 Regarding the Baghdad Atlanteans (see page 45 of Torque No.16), if my memory 
serves me correct, I seem to recall there were two of these beasts present at the same 
time at Paul Sykes’ premises in Barnsley in April 1984.  Ron Phillips was with me and 
we both took the shot of the left hand drive National (reproduced on page 4 of Torque 
No.16) which just happened to be in the perfect place for the sun.  Both Atlanteans 
were at that time left hand drive and in Baghdad livery and both had minor damage.  
One had had a small fi re inside and still had the remains of dry powder in it, and the 
other had some minor panel and front bumper damage.
 Subsequently one of the pair was rebuilt to right hand drive and had gravitated 
to Stanley Hughes, Gomersal when I next saw and photographed it in an all-over 
white livery in August 1986.  This was the one (chassis no.8002993) that subsequently 
became the Whippet example, which I photographed in July 1987 (as shown in Torque 
No.16) and then again in October 1998 after it had been rebuilt without the offside 
centre door, the stairs changed and a new front panel fi tted.   The sliding windows 
had been replaced by hopper windows and a Plaxton lower front panel fi tted after an 
altercation with a ditch or something similar.

 You may like to know that I also managed to photograph the “other” Atlantean 
(chassis no. 8100400) in Gibraltar in July 1993 where it was, of course, running on the 
side of the road it was built for, as shown on the next page (top).   The same operator, 
Calypso Transport Ltd., also had the Baghdad liveried ECW bodied Olympian, which 
I photographed in a yard at Chorley in February 1988.
(Editorial Comment: (from Ron Phillips) Yes Mike, I do remember the visit, and my 
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notebook tells me that the Bagdhad Atlantean was with the experimental Auwarter 
bodied Atlantean built on a Bagdhad spec.chassis (8001978). As you say, the vehicle 
which later was sold to Whippet had minor fi re damage, and at the time I was puzzled 
as we had been told that one of these buses had been “dropped at the docks”, and the  
damage to the bus at Sykes’ yard did not seem all that serious. However, the picture 
below taken by John Shearman of Tunbridge Wells shows us “yet another” of these 
buses was indeed seriously damaged. Can anyone tell us more?

  From Mike Elliott, Huyton
 Further information on the photo taken at Farington M.O.S. - other members 
have identifi ed most of the vehicles shown, but I can add that LTC 736 was a Crossley 
SD42/7 with a Beccols body.  The STL was either STL 991 or 1485,  both belonging 
to Cliff Owen (Progress Coaches), Chorley, at that time. 
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Routes operated from the Leyland “M.O.S.” factory were:
  Fishwick, Leyland  Preston (Fylde Road and Fox Street)
      Leyland (Bent Bridge)
  Ribble Motor Services  Preston (Tithebarn Street)
      Wigan
  Goulding, Eccleston Mawdesley
  Lee, Southport  Southport
  Tom Jackson, Chorley Southport
  Finney, Standish  Wigan
  Dixon, Blackburn  Accrington
  Cliff Owen (Progress)  Horwich
      Standish
      Wigan
      Chorley
 Cliff Owen was associated with Turners (Ideal Coaches), Chorley who held 
the Road Service Licence.  I hope at a future date to write an article on the services 
to the main Leyland Motor Works from the 1920s to the 1980s.
  From John Dalzell, Carlisle
 Leyland Meteors - the feature on “Leylands in Spain” (Torque No.16) reminded 
me of the Leyland Meteors that were produced in the early 1950s.  They were in fact 
Comets badged “Meteor”, and I thought they were built for either Spain or Portugal.  
As far as I know, they were standard export Comets, the only difference being the 
word “Meteor” on the normal falling-comet badges on the bonnet sides.   (Does any 
member have one of these? - Ed.)
 The story going around amongst the apprentices at Leyland was that “Comet” 
was a rude word in Spanish (or Portuguese or wherever), but I suspect a more likely 
explanation might be that the model name had already been registered by someone 
else. The article mentions Comets in Spain, so there can have been no objection to 
the name there.  Does anyone know the true story?
(Editorial Comment: ( from Ron Phillips ) Comet, the word, was widely seen on the 
Spanish built Pegaso lorries and buses which used a version of the Leyland Comet 
engine, built under licence in that country. Foden is a rude word in Portuguese, hence 
Foden lorries and buses exported to that country used the name “Poden”. I think the 
Meteor was a piece of ‘badge engineering’ used in the Benelux countries.)
  From Mike Sutcliffe, Totternhoe
 Mike Hickey of Birkenhead sent in a “puzzle picture” of a Lioness Six  FV 3531 
of Harding’s of Birkenhead, which was published on page 41 of Torque No.14.  On 
page 43 of Torque No.15, John Burton of Bletchley gave details of the Lioness LTB1 
chassis no.2531, which was new in May 1933 to William Marshall & Son (Blackpool), 
quoting it having a Burlingham C26R body.   Mike Fenton has sent us a picture of 
the coach in “modernised form” when with Hardings.
 However, another photograph has just turned up and it explains it all - it was not 
a Burlingham body, but English Electric as depicted in this EEC offi cial photograph 
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from trams to trolleybuses as soon as possible. Why did it take so long to deliver the 
second half of the order?
 I have now discovered that a very special effort had to be made to advance the 
progress of nos.1-7, to the extent that the team working on them were asked to work 
Saturday and Sunday overtime. Because the rest of the factory was, at that time, on 
what would today be called “short-time working”, there was a furore over the issue, 
and it was probably necessary to complete the work after the Christmas and New Year 
holidays “at normal speed.” However, Llanelly lies some distance from Leyland, and 
on the road network as it was in the winter of 1932-3, it is not surprising to learn also 
that a further problem was the task of towing the buses to their new home. I wonder 
what route they took, what vehicles did the towing, and what the weather was like?
The seven buses were certainly delivered on time for the fi rst substitution of trams 
to take place on 26th December 1932.

of the vehicle when new prior to delivery to Marshall, with its rather unusual coach 
body with all those glass cant panels and sliding head.  
 Comparison of the photo with the one published in Torque No.14 shows it 
is clearly the same body.  However, by that time it had been substantially rebuilt 
(by Burlingham?) by panelling over the glass cant windows and giving it a slightly 
fl ared skirt.  The real “giveaway” is the windscreen and destination boxes and the 
odd little beading on the dash panel which was the start of the raised waistband when 
originally built.  The coach also received a CovRad radiator, so, when was it re-built? 
- possibly when it went to Webster Bros. of Wigan? See photos in Torque 18.
   From Ron Phillips, Warrington
 There is a certain law, whose name is probably unprintable, which states that 
as soon as you have completed writing an article some important new information 
on the subject of the article will come to light.
 Having sent the contents of Journal No.4 to the printers, I discovered some 
more about the fi rst Leyland production trolleybuses supplied to Llanelly (see article 
on page 5 of Journal No.4).  I had thought earlier that the delivery pattern of nos 1-7 
in December 1932, 8-9 in January and 10-15 (excluding 13) in February 1933 was 
a bit unusual, knowing that the customer was very anxious to effect the changeover 
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 If you think the vehicle depicted has a “cobbled together” look, you would be 
right. This Royal Tiger PSU1/13 began life as Liverpool SL171, with a single deck 
bus body on a Crossley frame fi nished by Liverpool Corporation. It was one of four 
o.m.o. vehicles used experimentally before being deemed surplus to requirements. It 
was decided to convert the vehicles to airport coaches, and Metro-Cammell added the 
upwards extension. At the rear, the designers seem to have lost their way, combining a 
Ford Anglia style peaked rear window with curved side windows. The livery changed 
from green and cream to two shades of blue, with lettering “Liverpool City Airporter”, 
and fl eet number XL171 was displayed at the front only. The bus is seen outside the 
old Liverpool Airport terminal building, now an hotel. The current Liverpool John 
Lennon Airport terminal building is elsewhere, near the site of the now demolished 
Speke aircraft factory, known to Liverpool bus crews as “Speke No.1”. 

       Liverpool City Airporter           (Photo by Ron Phillips)








